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Trade Union Consultation Meeting 

Wednesday, 6 January 2021, 10.30am, Skype 

Decision Notes and Actions Arising 

 

Attendees LBE Trade Unions Apologies 

 Julie Mimnagh, Chair 

 

Anna Woodcock (GMB) 

Denise Handscomb-Teagle (GMB) 

Christine Sesstein (Unison) 

Tracey Adnan (Unison) 

Paul Bishop (Unison) 

 

 

Terry Smith (Unite) 

John Colquhoun (GMB) 

Nadine Clark - note taker 

  OWNER 

1 Compliance Team Restructure   

 

Sarah Stevenson-Jones/Vanessa Tanner presented 

Following a review of the M&E repairs and compliance functions as part of a wider 

departmental restructure, it has been agreed to consolidate the M&E repairs and 

compliance function into a single core technical team.  This will support service 

improvements and ensure the Council meets its statutory duty as Landlord. 

The Compliance teams reporting line was changed in March 2020 on a temporary 

basis, at the request of the Assurance Board to address service failure. Within the 

new departmental structure, the consolidated team, will now permanently report into 

the Resident Safety Programme Director. 

Proposed changes: 

• Create a new Head of M&E  

• Compliance Manager JD will be updated and re-evaluated to reflect expanded 

scope of control and required technical skills. 

• Expansion and re-evaluation of the Compliance Delivery Officer post 

• Deletion of 4 Technical Officer posts  

• Creation of 3 quality inspector posts 

o 1 x Electrical quality inspector 

o 1 x Gas Quality Inspector (Domestic) 

o 1 x Gas & Water Quality inspector (Non-Domestic)  
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All JD’s have been completed and evaluated.  4 existing exployees will be ring-fenced 

to two roles but one post is now on a higher grade and assimilation will not apply.  

This will mean there may be up to two redundancies. 

CS asked about the new post and need to upgrade the role.  SS-J explained the need 

to do this and the skills required moving forward.  CS asked if qualifications are 

required and SS-J confirmed this is included in the PS.   

TA asked how this work has been completed to date and SS-J said the work has 

been outsourced. 

Unions would like time to read the report and will then respond with comments 

via email by Friday, 8 Jan 2021 

2 Review & Adoption of a Statutory Pay Policy Statement  

 

Tinu Olowe/Julie Mimnagh presented 

The annual review of the Statutory Pay Policy Statement has been completed and will 

be taken to the Staff Appeals, Appointments and Remuneration Committee on 12 

January 2021 and Full Council to agree the amendments on 24 February 2021.  The 

report and proposed updated Pay Policy Statement was shared with TU colleagues 

prior to the meeting. 

Sections 38 to 43 of The Localism Act 2011 required all Councils to formally adopt a 

pay policy statement by 31 March 2012.  The Council also has a duty to have regard 

to statutory guidance issued pursuant to s.40 of the Act. The Council has had regard 

to relevant guidance as referred to in the pay policy at Appendix 1.  The Act requires 

that a policy statement is adopted annually by a vote of the Council and once 

adopted, can only be varied by a vote of the Council. 

The only significant change over the past year is the introduction of the Restriction of 

Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020 (the Public Sector Exit Payment 

Regulations 2020) that came into force on 4 November 2020.  The restrictions set out 

in the Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020 have been incorporated in the 

Pay Policy Statement.  Otherwise, there have not been any significant changes over 

the past 12 months 

No questions were asked and TU colleagues noted this item. 

JM agreed to share the updated report that includes both Finance and Legal 

implications.  (Sent by email on 6 January 2021) 
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3 Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020  

 

Tinu Olowe/Julie Mimnagh presented 

A report providing an overview of the Restriction of Public Sector Exit Payments 

Regulations 2020 (the Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020) that came into 

force on 4 November 2020 will be taken to the Staff Appeals, Appointments and 

Remuneration Committee on 12 January 2021.  The report was shared with TU 
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colleagues prior to the meeting.  The report provides the background and an overview 

of the Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020, the conflict with the current 

2013 LGPS Regulations and the potential impact on staff.   

Until the legislation is clear and there is clarity regarding the legal position in relation 

to pension entitlements under the Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 2020, the 

Council is obliged to restrict payments as if the full Exit Payment Cap does 

apply.  Once clarity has been provided, and if this changes the position regarding any 

entitlements due, the Council should make good any shortfall in payment, plus 

interest. 

Based on the information currently available employees who are at risk of redundancy 
can be offered the following interim payments and entitlements where the total value 
of entitlements exceeds the £95k Exit Payment Cap: 

a. Statutory redundancy payment (SRP)  

b. Enfield enhanced Redundancy compensation, and/or 
i. Early retirement reduced pension, or 

ii. Deferred pension payable from ‘normal pension age’ 

No questions were asked and TU colleagues noted this item. 

JM agreed to share the updated report that includes both Finance and Legal 

implications.  (Sent by email on 6 January 2021) 

This will remain a standing item on this agenda until further notice  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JM 

4 Notes of previous meeting, 23 December 2020  

 

• FM Cleaning Admin support to come to next meeting. 

• Fairer Enfield to come back to a future meeting to report on progress. – invite 

to next meeting. 

• Covid 19 vaccination – JM has responded to PB.  JM to share the updated 

staff guidance. 

• Consultation for Youth Services 

Following the meeting IP confirmed the EqIA was included in the report 

shared via email on 15 December 2020. 

• Restructure Proposals  

Both Unison and GMB raised concerns that evaluated JD’s are still not 

consistently being prepared and shared prior to starting consultations and 

attending the TU meeting.  TU colleagues also repeated their request that 

large restructures should come back to the TU meeting following the staff 

consultation. 

HR are updating the restructure guidance and will come back to TU 

colleagues with a clear process moving forward.  JM to discuss an agreed 

approach with TO and will share this with the TU’s. 

• Public Sector Exit Payments Regulations 

JM suggested this is a standing item until there is clarity in the legal position. 
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• GMB new office requirements.   

JM contacted GB and HF asking them to set up a meeting  

 

• JC asked if restructure interview panels include an independent panel 

member. Particularly where the restructure is contentious.  JM said this was 

not part of the current process but agreed it was a good suggestion and will 

review the process.  This will be considered as part of the updated 

Restructuring Principles. 

 

• PB asked for an update on mediation in relation to the outstanding cases and 

whether contact had been made with ACAS.   This was discussed and 

arrangements are being made with the Council’s Occupational Health provider 

to deliver mediation. 

 

 

8 Any other business  

 

• TU’s asked about Covid cases.  

TA asked if the absence figures can be shared.  TU agreed to share the 

general information. 

PB asked what is happening with libraries as staff are concerned.  TU 

suggested that the TU ask questions and the Director or HOS can be invited 

to this meeting to provide responses.  PB will contact LS to discuss. 

TA asked about support for staff with home-schooling responsibilities.  TO 

said this was discussed at the Tactical meeting and the application of the 

flexible working policy is appropriate.  Directors should cascade this and will 

consider sending an email to directors with guidance. 

CS asked if the Council will provide food parcels this time round and about 

staff redeployment.  TO responded that redeployment is being coordinated 

and led by Claire Riley in Procurement.   

PB asked if an update can come to the next meeting.   

• JC – asked for an update on the proposed restructure for Morson Road.  JM to 

invite JS to the next meeting to provide an update. 
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 Next meeting 

 Wednesday, 20 January 2021 10.30am 

Skype meeting 

 

  


